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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Context 
According to statistic data, more than 120 million people in the EU are at risk of poverty 
or social exclusion. The fight against poverty and social exclusion is at the top of the 
Europe 2020 strategy for intelligent, sustainable and inclusive growth of the society. 

A strategic objective of the European administration (national, regional and local) is to 
help the social insertion of these groups using several instruments and mechanisms. 

During the last years the steps that have been carried out to reduce this number have 
been failed because the number has continued to increase and the Community of 
Madrid has not been an exception. 

Public administrations must understand better the different groups of single units and 
family units with homogeneous themes that lead to exclusion and, therefore, need 
particular policies and follow-up of inclusion. 

Measuring the results of these policies applied to each group and analyzing their 
chronological evolution is a critical issue to understand the factors that affect the 
possible social insertion of an individual or his / her family unit. 

1.2 Objective 

The main purpose of the project that will be carried out in the Community of Madrid are: 

 Identify the different groups of single units and family units existing in the 
Community of Madrid with homogeneous themes that lead to social exclusion. 

 Detect chronological evolution and discover its causes. 
 Establish an insertion index to measure the potential inclusion of an single unit 

or family unit identifying, if possible, strengths and weaknesses in applied social 
policies. 
 

To meet these purposes, two lines of work will be carried out: 
 

 On the one hand, an analytical process will be carried out, which will process 
and analyse the raw information received using analytical algorithms and 
information segmentation. 

 On the other hand, a tool will be developed that visually presents the previously 
described information in a way that facilitates its understanding, reflecting the 
segmentation obtained from the different groups at risk of social exclusion in the 
Community of Madrid, its chronological evolution and identifying causes and 
factors that help make social insertion possible for each group. 
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The objective of this document is to provide the user with an easy-to-follow manual in 
order to present the functionalities and core features of the application. .  

The document is based on the requested statistical analysis of raw data on files, 
insertion plans and social workers, the preferred data visualisation and the desired 
functionalities of the IT system. 
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2 APPLICATION USER MANUAL 

The purpose of this tool is to display visually the information in a way that facilitates its 
understanding, reflecting the segmentation obtained from the different groups at risk of 
social exclusion in the Community of Madrid. 

2.1 Structure 

The web page consists of a header (top), a side menu (left), a content section (centre) 
where each of the section will be displayed and a footer (bottom).  

 

Figure 1 - Web Layout 

The header displays the logo of the Community of Madrid (left), a print button, a 
datasheet button, a help button and a log-out button. The name of the current user is 
displayed on the top-right.  

 

 

Figure 2 - Header 

The side menu unfolds  when hovered showing tabs that lead to each of the sections 
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within the web page: segmentation analysis, temporal analysis, file analysis, IIP 
analysis and geographical analysis.  The footer shows the logo of the European 
commission 

2.2 Navigation 

This section aims to explain the user how to navigate through the application and how 
to access the different sections of data analysis: Home, Segmentation Analysis, 
Temporal Analysis, File Analysis, IIP Analysis and Geographical Analysis. 

2.2.1 Log in  

This is the first screen that the user sees when entering the application. In order to log 
in please enter your username in the “Username” box and your password in the 
“Password box”. Then, click on “Submit”: 

 

Figure 3 - Log in view 

 

2.2.2 Common functionalities 

This section explains the common functionalities that are to be found in many of the 
views of the application. 

2.2.2.1 Functional buttons 

The user will find in the top-right the following buttons: a print button, a data sheet 
button, a help button and a log-out button. 
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Figure 4 - Functional buttons 

 Print: The user can print-out the information displayed in the screen by clicking 
in the print button. 

 Excel download: To download the data from the charts in a data sheet the 
user can click over the data sheet button. 

 User Manual: The user can read more information regarding the use of the 
application by clicking the help button 

 Logout: Finally, the user can log out the session by clicking over the log-out 
button.  

2.2.2.2 Carrousel of year buttons 

The first content displayed in the segment analysis, the detail views and the 
geographical analysis views (see 2.2.3 Sections) is a carrousel of buttons with years 
ranging from 2002 to 2015. Clicking over each of the year buttons filters the data by the 
selected year.  

 

Figure 5 - Year-button carrousel. Selected year 
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Figure 6 - Year-button carrousel. Filtering 

The user can click on the “Prev” button to visualize the segment information of the year 
that precedes the year currently displayed. If the data is filtered already by year 2002 
then clicking the “Prev” button displays data filtered by 2015.  

 

Figure 7 - Year-button carrousel. Previous year 

The user can click on the “Next” button to visualize the data of the year that follows the 
year currently displayed. If the current year is 2015 then clicking in “Next” displays data 
for 2002. 

 

Figure 8 - Year-button carrousel. Next year 

2.2.3 Sections 

To show the information, the tool is divided into the following sections, which are 
composed of the information obtained from data analysis: 

2.2.3.1 Home 

For accessing the Home view the user should place the mouse over the side menu to 
unfold it and click “Home”: 
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Figure 9 - Accessing Home 

In this view the user is able to gain insight in the results that are withdrawn from 
analysing the data. The first graph contains information about the segment that has the 
greatest probability of insertion.  

 

Figure 10 - Home. View description (I) 

At the top the user can see the filters that define the segment. Bellow, four boxes are 
displayed with the most relevant information about the segment and at the bottom the 
distribution of the number of files classified by years from issue, gender and housing 
type are pictured. 

In the second chart the user can see information about the segment that has the lowest 
probability of insertion.  
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Figure 11 - Home. View description (II) 

At the top the user can see the filters that define the segment. Bellow, four boxes are 
displayed with the most relevant information about the segment and at the bottom the 
distribution of the number of files classified by years from issue, gender and housing 
type are pictured.  

At the bottom of the charts a final conclusion  withdrawn from the information just 
presented is displayed. 

 

Figure 12 - Home. View description (III) 

The next information presented is the management efficiency. The user can see a 
chart displaying four boxes with the most relevant results from the overall set of files. 
Below the boxes a conclusion is presented. 

 

Figure 13 - Home. View description (IV) 

When scrolling down, the user can visualize a chart containing the main limitations of 
the study: 

 

Figure 14 - Home. View description (V) 

Bellow, information is shown as means of heat maps regarding the number of files per 
region (both district and municipality) and its ratio with report to their respective 
population: 
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Figure 15 - Home. View description (VI) 

At the bottom of the heat maps a conclusion is disclosed: 

 

Figure 16 - Home. View description (VII) 

 

The last chart represents the percentage of current files (blue) and inserted files (red) 
that are distributed according to nationalities of the  applicants.  

 

Figure 17 - Home. View description (VIII) 

Following the chart, information is disclosed regarding the population existing per each 
of the nationalities within the Community of Madrid and the percentage of files with 
regard the total of issued files. The user will see a final conclusion at the bottom of this 
section. 
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Figure 18 - Home. View description (IX) 

 

2.2.3.2 Segmentation analysis 

The user accesses the segmentation analysis view by clicking the “Segmentation 
analysis” tab from the side menu. 

 

Figure 19 - Accessing Segmentation Analysis 

The first content of this section is a carrousel of buttons with years ranging from 2002 
to 2015 as explained in the section 2.2.2 Common functionalities 

The following chart represents the number of files per each of the segments. Each of 
the bubbles within the chart represents a segment. The y-axis represents the family 
unit whereas the x-axis the nationality of the applicant. 

 

Figure 20 - Segment analysis. Active files axis 
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At the top of the chart, the type of file (active), the year that is being loaded and the 
total number of active files are displayed. 

 

Figure 21 - Segment analysis. Active files information 

 

The size of the bubble represents the number of files in that segment. There are three 
different type of bubbles regarding files with: years from issue less than 3 years (blue), 
years from issue greather than 3 years (red) and files without a known number of 
years,i.e., not applicable (orange). 

 

Figure 22 - Segment analysis. Active files bubble classification 

To visualize specfic segment information the user should hover over each of the 
bubbles. In doing so, a  tooltip fades in displaying the specific information of the 
segment (origin, family type and yeards from issue) and the number of files is 
displayed. 
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Figure 23 - Segment analysis. Active files segment information 

 

The user is able to acess the detail view of a segment by selecting the bubble that 
represents that segment in particuclar. By doing so, the user is forwarded to the detail 
view:   

 

Figure 24 - Segment analysis. Active files. From bubble chart to detail view 

 

Just bellow  the active files chart, the user can visualize the segment chart related to 
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extinct files.  The x-axis represent the family unit whereas the y-axis represent the 
country of the applicant. 

 

Figure 25 - Segment analysis. Extinct files axis 

The user can notice at  the top of the chart the type of file (extinct), the year which is 
loaded and the total extinct files in that year. 

 

Figure 26 - Segment analysis. Extinct files information 

 

The size of the bubble represents the number of files in that segment. There are three 
different type of bubbles regarding files with: years from issue less than 3 years (blue), 
years from issue greather than 3 years (red) and files without a known number of 
years,i.e., not applicable (orange). 
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Figure 27 - Segment analysis. Extinct files bubble classification 

To visualize specfic segment information the user should hover over each of the 
bubbles. In doing so, a  tooltip fades in displaying the specific information of the 
segment (origin, family type and yeards from issue) and the number of files is 
displayed. 

 

Figure 28 - Segment analysis. Extinct files segment information 

The user is able to acess the detail view of a segment by selecting the bubble that 
represents that segment in particuclar. By doing so, the user is forwarded to the detail 
view:   
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Figure 29 - Segment analysis. Extinct files. From bubble chart to detail view 

2.2.3.2.1 Active files detail 

The user is able to filter the data by clicking onto the year buttons as has been already 
explained in the common functionalities section. The view displays: the type of files 
(Active), a close button (right side) that leads the user back to the segmentation view, 
segment information (origin, family type and years from issue) and four boxes 
containing data regarding the number of files, total grant received, number of new files 
and number of beneficiaries within the segment.  

 

Figure 30 - Active files detail. General information 

 

The first chart displayed is a heat map in which the number of files are sorted by region 
(districts and municipalities). Darker colours indicate larger number of files.  
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Figure 31- Active files detail. Heat map (I) 

 

The user can visualize the total number of files for each region by hovering over a 
desired area. The information provided is the number of active files and its ratio with 
respect the population of the region: 

 

Figure 32 - Active files detail. Heat map (II) 

 

Next to the heat map four different charts are displayed. At the top-left, the user finds a 
pie chart representing the number of files sorted by type of housing.  At the right of the 
chart a legend is presented. The user can hover over a chart slice in order to visualize 
a tooltip containing the number of files per housing type and percentage with respect 
the total of files: 
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Figure 33 - Active files detail. Type of housing 

 

At the top-right, the user finds a pie chart representing the number of files sorted by 
gender. At the right of the chart a legend is presented. The user can hover over a chart 
slice in order to visualize a tooltip containing the number of files per gender and 
percentage with respect the total of files: 

 

Figure 34 - Active files detail. Gender 

At the bottom-left the user finds a pie chart representing the number of files sorted by 
age range. The user can hover over a chart bar in order to visualize a tooltip containing 
the number of files per age range: 

 

Figure 35 - Active files detail. Age range 

At the bottom-right the user finds a pie chart representing the number of files sorted by 
type of income. The user can hover over a chart bar in order to visualize a tooltip 
containing the number of files per type  of income: 
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Figure 36 - Active files detail. Type of income 

Scrolling down the user finds a pie chart representing the number of files sorted years 
from date of issue. The user can hover over a chart bar in order to visualize a tooltip 
containing the number of files per years from date of issue: 

 

Figure 37 - Active files detail. Years from issue 

Below, the user can visualize a chart which discloses the number of files sorted by 
origin and nationality of the applicants. The user can hover over a chart bar in order to 
visualize a tooltip containing the country of origin (top), nationality (bottom-left) and 
number of files (bottom-right). 
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Figure 38 - Active files detail. Origin versus nationality 

 

In the last chart, the user visualizes the number of files classified by income range. The 
user can hover over a chart bar in order to visualize a tooltip containing the number of 
files per income range: 

 

Figure 39 - Active files detail. Range  of income 

 

In order to go back to the segmentation analysis the user should click on the closing 
buttons placed at the top and the bottom of the detail view:  
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Figure 40 - Active files detail. From detail view to bubble chart 

2.2.3.2.2 Extinct files detail 

The user is able to filter the data by clicking onto the year-buttons as has been already 
explained in the common functionalities section. The view displays: the type of files 
(Extinct), a close button (right side) that leads the user back to the segmentation view, 
segment information (origin, family type and years from issue) and two boxes 
containing data regarding the number of files and  the number of files that led to a 
successful social insertion. 

 

Figure 41 - Extinct files detail. General information 

The first chart displayed is a heat map in which the number of files is sorted by region 
(districts and municipalities). Darker colours indicate larger number of files.  
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Figure 42 - Extinct files detail. Heat map (I) 

The user can visualize the total number of files for each region by hovering over a 
desired area. The information provided is the number of active files and its ratio with 
respect the population of the region: 

 

Figure 43 - Extinct files detail. Heat map (II) 

Next to the heat map the user finds a chart displaying the number of files according to 
the status of insertion: inserted and non-inserted. 
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Figure 44 - Extinct files detail. Inserted versus non-inserted 

The user should scroll down in order to visualize a chart representing the number of 
files sorted by extinction causes. The user can hover over a chart bar in order to 
visualize a tooltip containing the number of files per extinction cause: 

 

Figure 45 - Extinct files detail. Extinction causes 

In the chart below, the user finds a graph displaying the number of  files sorted by 
insertion causes. The user can hover over a chart bar in order to visualize a tooltip 
containing the number of files per insertion cause: 

 

Figure 46 - Extinct files. Insertion causes 

Just below, the user can see a pie chart representing the number of files sorted by type 
of housing.  At the right of the chart a legend is presented. The user can hover over a 
chart slice in order to visualize a tooltip containing the number of files per housing type 
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and percentage with respect the total of files: 

 

Figure 47 - Extinct files detail. Type of housing 

 

Just below,  the user can see a pie chart representing the distribution by gender. At the 
right of the chart a legend is presented. The user can hover over a chart slice in order 
to visualize a tooltip containing the number of files per gender and percentage with 
respect the total of files: 

 

Figure 48 - Extinct files detail. Gender 

 

By scrolling down, the user can visualize a bar chart representing the number of files 
sorted by age range. The user can hover over a chart bar in order to visualize a tooltip 
containing the number of files per age range: 
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Figure 49 - Extinct files detail. Age range 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart representing the number of files sorted by 
years from date of issue. The user can hover over a chart bar in order to visualize a 
tooltip containing the number of files per years from date of issue: 

 

Figure 50 - Extinct files detail. Years from issue 

Below, the user finds a chart which discloses the number of files by country of origin 
and nationality of the applicants. The user can hover over a chart bar in order to 
visualize a tooltip containing the country of origin (top), nationality (bottom-left) and 
number of files (bottom-right). 

 

Figure 51 - Extinct files detail. Origin versus nationality 
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In the chart below, the user visualize the number of files sorted by income. The user 
can hover over a chart bar in order to visualize a tooltip containing the number of files 
per income type: 

 

Figure 52 - Extinct files detail. Type of income 

Just below, the user can see a graph displaying the number of files sorted by income 
range. The user can hover over a chart bar in order to visualize a tooltip containing the 
number of files per income range: 

 

Figure 53 - Extinct files detail. Range of income 

In order to go back to the segmentation analysis the user should click on the closing 
buttons placed at the top and the bottom of the detail view:  
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Figure 54 - Extinct files detail. From detail view to bubble chart 

2.2.3.3 Temporal evolution analysis 

The user can access the temporal evolution analysis view  by hovering over the watch-
icon of the side menu and clicking onto the “Temporal Evolution” tab  

 

Figure 55 - Accessing Temporal Analysis 

The first screen that the user visualizes contains a chart displaying the segments in its 
x-axis and the years from 2002 to 2015 in its y-axis. The segments are represented as 
bubbles whose size depends on the number of files: 
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Figure 56 - Temporal analysis. Bubble chart axis 

At the top of the chart, the user can spot a file selector that allows to choose among the 
visualization of active or extinct files: 

 

Figure 57 - Temporal analysis. Selector of files 

The user can visualize the data regarding active or extinct files by selecting any of the 
respective tabs from the file selector: 

 

Figure 58 - Temporal analysis. Selector of files functionality 

To visualize specfic segment information the user should hover over each of the 
bubbles. In doing so, a  tooltip fades in displaying the specific information of the 
segment (origin, family type and yeards from issue) and the number of files is 
displayed. 
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Figure 59 - Temporal analysis. Active files segment information 

The user is able to acess the detail view of a segments regarding active files by 
selecting the bubble that represents that segment in particuclar:   

 

Figure 60 - Temporal analysis. Active files. From bubble chart to detail view 

To visualize specfic segment information the user should hover over each of the 
bubbles. In doing so, a  tooltip fades in displaying the specific information of the 
segment (origin, family type and yeards from issue) and the number of files is 
displayed. 
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Figure 61 - Temporal analysis. Extinct files segment information 

The user is able to acess the detail view of a segments regarding extinct files by 
selecting the bubble that represents that segment in particuclar:   

 

 

Figure 62 - Temporal analysis. Extinct files. From bubble chart to detail view 

2.2.3.4 File analysis 

The user can access the file analysis view by hovering over the side menu and 
selecting  the “File analysis” tab.  
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Figure 63 - Accessing File Analysis 

At the top, four boxes display the total number of issued files, the total amount of 
money received, the total number of beneficiaries and the total number of insertions.  

 

Figure 64 - File analysis. General information 

The user can see in the first chart the number of active files (blue bars) with respect the 
number of extinct files (red bars) throughout the years from 2002 to 2015.  

 

Figure 65 - File analysis. Files by year (axis) 

The user is able to visualize the total number of files per type of file when hovering over 
each of the bars: 

 

Figure 66 - File analysis. Files by year (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by year and type of file when selecting a bar. The filter applies 
to every chart except the one that has just been clicked. The selected filter appears on 
the top: 
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Figure 67 - File analysis. Files by year (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 68 - File analysis. Files by year (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 69 - File analysis. Files by year (applied filters) 

 

By scrolling down, the user can see in the first chart the number of active files (blue 
bars) with respect the number of extinct files (red bars) throughout the years from 2002 
to 2015.  

 

Figure 70 - File analysis. Files by year (axis) 

 

The user is able to visualize the total number of files per type of file when hovering over 
each of the bars: 
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Figure 71 - File analysis. Files by year (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by year and type of file when selecting a bar. The filter applies 
to every chart except the one that has just been clicked. The selected filter appears on 
the top: 

 

Figure 72 - File analysis. Files by year (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 73 - File analysis. Files by year (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 74 - File analysis. Files by year (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the family unit. The user can visualize the exact number of files by hovering over the 
bars: 
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Figure 75 - File analysis. Files by family unit (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by family unit when selecting a bar. The filter applies to every 
chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will appear  in 
grey colour: 

 

Figure 76 - File analysis. Files by family unit (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 77 - File analysis. Files by family unit (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 
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Figure 78 - File analysis. Files by family unit (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 79 - File analysis. Files by family unit (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the applicant’s nationality. The user can visualize the exact number of files by hovering 
over the bars: 

 

Figure 80 - File analysis. files by nationality (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by nationality when selecting a bar. The filter applies to every 
chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will appear  in 
grey colour: 

 

Figure 81 - File analysis. Files by nationality (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 
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Figure 82 - File analysis. Files by nationality (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 83 - File analysis. Files by nationality (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 84 - File analysis. Files by nationality (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the applicant’s country of origin. The user can visualize the exact number of files by 
hovering over the bars: 

 

Figure 85 - File analysis. Files by country (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by country when selecting a bar. The filter applies to every 
chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will appear  in 
grey colour: 
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Figure 86 - File analysis. Files by country (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 87 - File analysis. Files by country (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 88 - File analysis. Files by country (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 89 - File analysis. Files by country (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the education level. The user can visualize the exact number of files by hovering over 
the bars: 
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Figure 90 - File analysis. Files by education level (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by education level when selecting a bar. The filter applies to 
every chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will appear  
in grey colour: 

 

Figure 91 - File analysis. Files by education level (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 92 - File analysis. Files by education level (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 
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Figure 93 - File analysis. Files by education level (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 94 - File analysis. Files by education level (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the years from the date of issue. The user can visualize the exact number of files by 
hovering over the bars: 

 

Figure 95 - File analysis. Files by years from issue (tooltip) 

 

The user is able to filter by year from the date of issue when selecting a bar. The filter 
applies to every chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars 
will appear  in grey colour: 
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Figure 96 - File analysis. Files by years from issue (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 97 - File analysis. Files by years from issue (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 98 - File analysis. Files by years from issue (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 99 - File analysis. Files by years from issue (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the age range. The user can visualize the exact number of files by hovering over the 
bars: 
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Figure 100 - File analysis. Files by age range (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by age range when selecting a bar. The filter applies to every 
chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will appear  in 
grey colour: 

 

Figure 101 - File analysis. Files by age range (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 102 - File analysis. Files by age range (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 103 - File analysis. Files by age range (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 
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Figure 104 - File analysis. Files by age range (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the housing type. The user can visualize the exact number of files by hovering over the 
slices of the pie chart: 

 

Figure 105 - File analysis. Files by housing type (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by housing type when selecting a chart slice. The filter applies 
to every chart except the one that has just been clicked. The selected filter appears on 
the top: 

 

Figure 106 - File analysis. Files by housing type (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 107 - File analysis. Files by housing type (filter deletion) 

 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 
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Figure 108 - File analysis. Files by housing type (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the gender of the applicants. The user can visualize the exact number of files by 
hovering over the slices of the pie chart: 

 

Figure 109 - File analysis. Files by gender (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by gender when selecting a chart slice. The filter applies to 
every chart except the one that has just been clicked. The selected filter appears on 
the top: 

 

Figure 110 - File analysis. Files by gender (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 111 - File analysis. Files by gender (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 
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Figure 112 - File analysis. Files by gender (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the annual incomes. The user can visualize the exact number of files by hovering over 
the bars: 

 

Figure 113 - File analysis. Files by annual incomes (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by annual income when selecting a bar. The filter applies to 
every chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will appear  
in grey colour: 

 

Figure 114 - File analysis. Files by annual incomes (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 
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Figure 115 - File analysis. Files by annual incomes (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 116 - File analysis. Files by annual incomes (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 117 - File analysis. Files by annual incomes (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the occupation. The user can visualize the exact number of files by hovering over the 
bars: 

 

Figure 118 - File analysis. Files by occupation (tooltip) 

 

The user is able to filter by occupation when selecting a bar. The filter applies to every 
chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will appear  in 
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grey colour: 

 

Figure 119 - File analysis. Files by occupation (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 120 - File analysis. Files by occupation (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 121 - File analysis. Files by occupation (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 122 - File analysis. Files by occupation (applied filters) 

If the type of files selected is other than “Active” then the user can visualize a chart 
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displaying the number of files with respect the type of extinction just below. The user 
can see the exact number of files by hovering over the bars: 

 

Figure 123 - File analysis. Files by file status (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by type of extinction when selecting a bar. The filter applies to 
every chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will appear  
in grey colour: 

 

Figure 124 - File analysis. Files by file status (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 125 - File analysis. Files by file status (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 
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Figure 126 - File analysis. Files by file status (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 127 - File analysis. Files by file status (applied filters) 

If the type of files selected is other than “Active” then the user can visualize a chart 
displaying the number of files with respect the extinction cause just below. The user 
can see the exact number of files by hovering over the bars: 

 

Figure 128 - File analysis. Files by extinction cause  (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by extinction cause when selecting a bar. The filter applies to 
every chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will appear  
in grey colour: 

 

Figure 129 - File analysis. Files by extinction cause  (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 
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Figure 130 - File analysis. Files by extinction cause  (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 131 - File analysis. Files by extinction cause  (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 132 - File analysis. Files by extinction cause  (applied filters) 

If the type of files selected is other than “Active” then the user can visualize a chart 
displaying the amounts of issued files with respect the insertion cause just below. The 
user can see the exact number of files by hovering over the bars: 

 

Figure 133 - File analysis. Files by insertion cause (tooltip) 

 

The user is able to filter by insertion cause when selecting a bar. The filter applies to 
every chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will appear  
in grey colour: 
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Figure 134 - File analysis. Files by insertion cause (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 135 - File analysis. Files by insertion cause (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 136 - File analysis. Files by insertion cause (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 137 - File analysis. Files by insertion cause (applied filters) 
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The first chart that the user finds is a heat map of active files per region. The user can 
visualize the total number of files for each region by hovering over a desired area: 

 

Figure 138 - File analysis. Active files map (tooltip) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 139 - File analysis. Active files map (filter selection) 

 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 140 - File analysis. Active files map (filter deletion) 

 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 
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Figure 141 - File analysis. Active files map (applied filters) 

 

By scrolling down, the user can see a heat map displaying the ratio of active files per 
region with respect to the population. The user can visualize this information by 
hovering over a desired area: 

 

 

Figure 142 - File analysis. Active files ratio map (tooltip) 

 

The selected filter appears on the top: 
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Figure 143 - File analysis. Active files ratio map (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

 

Figure 144 - File Analysis. Active files ratio map (filter deletion) 

 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

 

Figure 145 - Filter analysis. Active files ratio map (applied filters) 

Finally, the user can select over the trash icon at  the top to erase all the filters at once: 

 

Figure 146 - File analysis. Remove filters 
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2.2.3.5 Individual Insertion Program (IIP) analysis 

The user can access the individual insertion program analysis view by hovering over 
the side menu and clicking the “IIP Analysis” tab.  

 

Figure 147 - Accessing IIP Analysis 

At the top, the user finds a box containing the total number of insertion programs that 
have been carried out: 

 

Figure 148 - IIP analysis. General information 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the year. The user can visualize the exact number of files by hovering over the bars: 

 

Figure 149 - IIP analysis. Insertion plans by year (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by year when selecting a bar. The filter applies to every chart 
except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will appear  in grey 
colour: 
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Figure 150 - IIP analysis. Insertion plans by year (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 151 - IIP analysis. Insertion plans by year (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 152 - IIP analysis. Insertion plans by year (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 
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Figure 153 - IIP analysis. Insertion plans by year (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the family unit. The user can visualize the exact number of files by hovering over the 
bars: 

 

Figure 154 - IIP analysis. Insertion plans by family unit (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by family unit when selecting a bar. The filter applies to every 
chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will appear  in 
grey colour: 
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Figure 155 - IIP analysis. Insertion plans by family unit (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 156 - IIP analysis. Insertion plans by family unit (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 157 - IIP analysis. Insertion plans by family unit (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 158 IIP analysis. Insertion plans by family unit (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the cause of intervention. The user can visualize the exact number of files by hovering 
over the bars: 

 

Figure 159 IIP analysis. Insertion plans by intervention causes (tooltip) 
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The user is able to filter by cause of intervention when selecting a bar. The filter applies 
to every chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars will 
appear  in grey colour: 

 

Figure 160 IIP analysis. Insertion plans by intervention causes (bars colouring) 

The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 161 IIP analysis. Insertion plans by intervention causes (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 162 IIP analysis. Insertion plans by intervention causes (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 
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Figure 163 IIP analysis. Insertion plans by intervention causes (applied filters) 

By scrolling down, the user can see a chart displaying the number of files with respect 
the potential opportunities. The user can visualize the exact number of files by hovering 
over the bars: 

 

Figure 164 IIP analysis. Insertion plans by potential opportunities (tooltip) 

The user is able to filter by potential opportunities when selecting a bar. The filter 
applies to every chart except the one that has just been clicked. The unselected bars 
will appear  in grey colour: 

 

Figure 165 IIP analysis. Insertion plans by potential opportunities (bars colouring) 
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The selected filter appears on the top: 

 

Figure 166 IIP analysis. Insertion plans by potential opportunities (filter selection) 

To delete a specific filter the user can click over the white cross on the filter tab. 

 

Figure 167 IIP analysis. Insertion plans by potential opportunities (filter deletion) 

To visualize the current filters the user can hover over the “Applied filters tab”: 

 

Figure 168 IIP analysis. Insertion plans by potential opportunities (applied filters) 

 

Finally, the user can select over the trash icon at  the top to erase all the filters at once: 

 

Figure 169 IIP analysis. Remove filters 

 

2.2.3.6 Geographical analysis 

The user can access the geographical analysis view by hovering on the side menu and 
clicking the “Geographical Analysis” tab.  
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Figure 170 Accessing Geographical Analysis 

The user can see in the section 2.2.2 Common functionalities  the functionality of the 
carrousel that allows to filter the data set by year.  

The first chart that the user finds is a heat map of active files per region. The user can 
visualize the total number of files for each region by hovering over a desired area: 

 

Figure 171 Geographical analysis. Active files 

By scrolling down, the user can see a heat map displaying the ratio of active files per 
region with respect to the population. The user can visualize this information by 
hovering over a desired area: 
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Figure 172 Geographical analysis. File ratio 

By scrolling down, the user can see a heat map of insertion plans. The user can 
visualize the total number of insertion plans for each region by hovering over a desired 
area. The information provided is the number of insertion plans and its ratio with 
respect the population of the region: 

 

Figure 173 Geographical analysis. Insertion plans 

By scrolling down, the user can see a heat map of social workers. The user can 
visualize the total number of social workers for each region by hovering over a desired 
area. The information provided is the number of social workers, the total number of files 
and the total number of insertion plans that it is contained in the region that has been 
selected: 
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Figure 174 Geographical analysis. Social workers 


